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Introduction - News Reporting

• News reporting is an ongoing learning curve. You won’t have finished 
learning by the time you complete your MA.It takes a few years of 
really working in the industry to gain experience.  

• An important rule of news reporting is to ‘KNOW WHAT YOU 
DON’T KNOW’ - consult with tutors or editors on tricky challenges. 
Also, be transparent with your audience when something is 
unknown.   

• This is your first introduction to news reporting and writing, we’ll 
follow with sessions and feedback during the year. By the end of T1 
you should have a basic grounding. By the end of T2 you’ll really put 
your skills into practice and receive feedback. In T3 we expect basic 
but solid reporting skills. 



Q) What is news reporting?
• A) Gathering comprehensive information relevant to the story you're doing. News reporting also means 

getting all sides of a story and verifying information to make sure it's accurate. News reporting 
includes: 

• Identifying news value and finding news 

• Finding a story focus/angle 

• Background research of contextual background information for your story 

• Gathering relevant facts, information and evidence - The who, what, where, when why and how. 

• - Interviewing people - eye witnesses, people impacted by the news, experts. 

• - Examining documents and reports - news reports, public records, research studies etc 

• Verifying, selecting and presenting accurate facts and information - with fairness and balance.  

• Attributing facts, information, statement and opinions. (Who or what is the source) 

• Publishing reporting as multimedia content across a range of platforms



WHAT IS NEWS AND 
WHERE TO FIND IT

• What is news 

• News value 

• Finding news 

• Audience



Journalism is…

• Journalism is the practice of gathering, reporting, 
dissemination of news and information in the public interest.  

• Journalism is not restricted to news and current affairs but 
covers all aspects of social, economic and cultural life. 

• Good journalism makes accurate information available and 
accessible. 

• Quality, ethical journalism requires high standards and 
employs a framework of values, skills and standards. These 
include being accurate, being independent and being 
impartial.



Journalism is…

What kind of news and information serves the public 
interest - give me some examples



What is news?

• Things that people WANT or need to KNOW about 

• WANT - sports, entertainment 

• NEED - health, education etc 

• Typically current, or at least has current relevance 

• Local, National, International 

• At the IMMJ we are concerned with all types of news, but generally 
publish for an International audience - you might cover a local story, 
but would need to find an angle or present it’s relevance to an 
international audience. 



How to find news?

• Stories are everywhere you look so keep your eyes and ears open to find original 
journalism: be curious and follow your own passions. Interested in music? - go to 
gigs get to know people in the industry, follow and monitor publications and social media 
accounts. Interested in the environment? - join talks and events, get to know activists, 
NGO’s, experts etc. These will be your contacts & sources.  

• Stories come from all kinds of sources: other journalists, newspapers, news websites, 
from your audience, social media, tip-offs from contacts, press releases, official websites, 
expert opinions, witnesses, and all the people around you! Actively look for news and 
actively listen!  

• Don’t forget that there are things going on around you all the time that might make good 
stories. Get opinions from friends and family.   

• Before you take a story on, you’ll need to do some initial research to gather facts, 
information and a potential angle. You’ll need to do some fact checking to see if the story 
is actually true and worth investigating further. Consider the contacts and source where 
the story comes from - they should be reliable! 



Finding news: key points

• Follow and check different sources of media for potential stories – 
newspapers, different news websites and social media. 

• Look to see what journalists, organisations and other people are talking 
about on Twitter WeChat, Weibo can be useful for finding stories. Check 
trending topics. 

• You can find stories from the community around you so keep your eyes and 
ears open all the time. 

• Accuracy is key. Check facts with the people involved in the story. Never 
work on or publish a story if you don’t know it’s true. 

• Make sure you are well researched. You might not find a new topic, but find 
a fresh angle so the audience isn’t hearing the same story again. Be original.



Activity - Which of these headlines are news stories? 
Which sources might you go to to gather information?

• Doctors warn mobile phone use causes anxiety


• China to be battered by storms


• Rap artist fined for foul language	 


• Australia bush fire kills 2


• The 07.59 train to Edinburgh was two minutes late


• Floods devastate south of China


• Dinosaur bones found in school playground


• Children protest to save the rainforests


• Reality TV star tops the charts


• Whale spotted in London river 


• Bird flu arrives in the UK 


• Junk food ban in schools	

• For example: "Wayne Rooney 
dropped from England squad" 
could be a big news story. 

• To check whether it is true, 
you could: 

• Phone the Football Association 

• Phone his club 

• Check with his agent 

• Look at his official Twitter feed 
to see if he has commented



Audience is KEY

• One of the big things that journalists think about when 
they are researching and presenting their stories is the 
people who will watch or listen to them - the audience. 

• You’ll need to know who your audience is and tailor your 
stories to specific audiences 

• Can you think of some different publications / 
channels and audiences? How do the stories and 
presentation of stories differ?



News Elements 

What makes a story newsworthy? Many news stories 
have more than one newsworthy elements.



News Value
• Conflict: Conflict, war, struggles and 

arguments. Stories that involve conflict 
include those about religion, sports, business, 
trials, wars, human rights violations, politics or 
even struggles against nature, animals or 
outer space. 

• Human interest: If a situation draws 
emotional reaction, then it might contain 
human-interest. Think fast spot news - like 
police breastfeeding baby snapshots, or a 
long feature about how people in a rural 
village are impacted by a new urbanisation 
policy. 

• Oddity/Bizarreness: If something is 
unusual, shocking or bizarre, strangeness 
alone could make it newsworthy. Think recent 
stories of mums giving birth on the sidewalk. 

• Timeliness: The more recent, the more newsworthy. In 
some cases, timeliness is relative. An event may have 
occurred in the past but only have been learned about 
recently. It’s news because it’s “new.” 

• Proximity/Relevance: The closer a story takes place to 
the audience, the higher the news value. 100 people killed 
in a flood in China  is not as interesting to a German 
audience as ten drowning in a flood in Germany. Could 
also be close in the sense of relevant - People are 
attracted to information that helps them make good 
decisions. If you like to cook, you find recipes relevant. If 
you are parents, education news is relevant.  

• Prominence: Occurrences featuring well-know individuals 
or institutions are newsworthy. A guest speaker visiting 
your local university isn’t very interesting, unless that 
speaker is Johnny Depp or Xi Jinping.  

• Impact/Consequence: If the impact of an event may 
directly affect readers, they will want to know about it. Even 
is the audience is not directly impacted if the numbers of 
people impacted are large it also has news value. 



News Value

• Human interest: This is a little hard to define, but the general idea is 
that people are interested in other people. Taking a glimpse at 
somebody else's life appeals to human nature. A fire burning down 
an empty building doesn't have nearly the human interest of a fire 
that burns somebody's home, leaving a family homeless or killing 
somebody. We identify with other people. 

• Most feature stories will contain human interest. Many breaking or 
spot news stories will too! 

• Sometimes human interest stories disregard the main rules of 
newsworthiness; for example, they don't date as quickly, they don't 
always affect a large number of people, and it may not matter where 
in the world the story takes place.



Activity 1 - What makes news?

In groups of 4  - look at web versions of different media outlets 
worldwide to discuss which news made it onto the front page today 
and why? 

Group up and go to the Guardian, the BBC, China Daily or The paper.cn 

• Select a minimum of 2 stories immediately interest you - scan them. 

• (15 mins) 

• List at least three reasons why YOU were drawn to/interested in this 
story. 

• What news values do they include?

http://paper.cn


Activity 1 - What makes news?

• Pick 1 story 

• Why is the story important? 

• Who is going to care and why? 

• How might readers react to the story?



Activity 2 - What makes news?

• Now split into 2 groups, take the printed stories and 
choose 6. Put them in order from most to least 
important. Which ones would make the front page in 
your paper, website to app? 

• Your publication is China Daily





Activity 2 - What makes news?

• Why did you order your articles as such? 

• What did you take into consideration for most and least 
newsworthy? 

• What did the top three stories have that the bottom three 
don’t?



Activity 2 - What makes news?

• Would things change if you were the BBC editor? 

• How about if you were the editor of a local newspaper 
in Jilin? 

• If you were the editor of a business publication which 
stories might you include? 

• Notice how news value depends on audience



Is there a difference between information and news?  

What makes news different from plain old 
information?



Activity 3 - What makes news? (optional)

In groups of 3 participants 
look at the web versions of 
different media outlets 
worldwide to discuss which 
news made it onto the front 
page and why.  

Groups quickly research the 
mainstream media outlets of 
the country chosen and visit 
the news portal of a chosen 
media company. 

• O Globo (Brazil) - www.oglobo.globo.com/


• People’s Daily (China) - www.english.peopledaily.com.cn/


• Al-Ahram (Egypt) - www.english.ahram.org.eg/


• Le Monde (France) - www.lemonde.fr/


• Bild-Zeitung (Germany) - www.bild.de/


• Süddeutsche Zeitung (Germany) - www.sueddeutsche.de/


• The Times of India (India) - 
www.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/


• Moskovksij Komsomolets (Russia) - www.mk.ru/


• USA Today (USA) - www.usatoday.com/


• The Sun (Great Britain) - www.thesun.co.uk

http://www.sueddeutsche.de/
http://www.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/
http://www.mk.ru/
http://www.usatoday.com/
http://www.thesun.co.uk


Activity 3 - What makes news? (optional)

Participants should research the chosen news websites or 
newspapers and find the top 3 to 5 news items/stories of the day. 
Then they should try to find answers to the following questions: 

– Why are the topics interesting for the respective audiences? 

– Why were they picked and put on the front page? 

After 15 minutes of preparation, each group presents their 
findings by noting the main stories on presentation cards of one 
colour and the answers to the questions above on differently 
coloured cards. The reasons should be named with just one 
word, such as “proximity”,“impact” and so on.



GATHERING NEWS

• Gathering news 

• Sources of news 

• Interviews 

• Fact VS Opinion 

• The importance of 
research and context



News Gathering

• After you’ve found your story you need gather the facts! Remember the 5 Ws – What, 
Who, Where, When and Why – and don’t forget How. They are the building blocks of 
news. Check your facts!  

• You’ll need sources - documents primary and secondary and interviews with people.  

• Documents - records, publications, statistics, statements, research reports,  

• People/Interviews - Interview people who have witnessed or been affected by the 
story or who know a lot about it (experts). 

• When you do an interview get as much background information as well before you 
set off so you can ask the right questions. 

• Make sure you know the difference between a fact and an opinion. A fact is beyond 
dispute, whereas an opinion is someone’s view – it’s one person’s view and not 
guaranteed to be true. Try to balance different opinions in your report – it’s important to 
be impartial. 



Journalistic Sources

• In journalism, a source is a person, publication, or other record or 
document that gives timely information.  

• Rather than think in academic terms of primary or secondary sources, 
when considering journalistic sources it may be clearer to think of primary 
sources as those personally researched by the journalist. Interviews, 
visits, observations and first hand experiences. Secondary sources then 
would be defined as existing material - whether written or online. 

• To simplify things here on the IMMJ, we have our own two major 
definitions. We’ll talk in terms of human sources and documents. The 
definitions are not perfect - but they helps us to communicate clearly with 
students. Both can be very valuable but both are also prone to error. 



Journalistic Sources
• Human sources: Often via interviews (face to face, phone or mail) which provide first-hand information for your story. 

Can also be your own observations. This type of source allows you to get detailed, accurate information about the 
story or event and adds a human voice to the story you’re covering. Speeches and oral histories. Human sources 
also include tweets (and other Social Data sources), however reliability can present a challenge and verification a 
must! Information acquired by a human source can reflect an opinion and/or verifiable fact. Always fact-check when 
interviewing a human source to verify the facts are accurate. In any good story, it’s always recommended to obtain 
differing opinions and/or perspectives.  

• A spokeswoman for a local clinic says teen pregnancy is up 20% since last year 

• During a speech, the president cites a new policy 

• A patient who bought drugs from a nurse via a hospital back door would be a primary source who is able to lend that 
may talk about his specific experience, but is not able to attest to what nurses are generally doing behind the scenes.  

• A foreman at a water plant, who was told to do purity checks once a month instead of once a week. 

• Human sources are often the hardest to find. People with relevant experience may be reluctant to go on the record 
because they fear being victimised 

• Trump tweets a new policy 

• You witness an earthquake and a building falls down



Journalistic Sources
• Documents sources: include all kinds of published materials, public records, newspaper 

articles and accounts, news audio or video footage. Documents like diaries, correspondence, 
photographs, audio, video. Research findings and data reported in scholarly journal articles. 
Official and unofficial records of organisations and government agencies (laws, reports, 
statistics, data). Document sources are also valuable, particularly for establishing evidence, 
context and background, helping to explain issues and providing leads to good contacts.  

• a bank statement of a cabinet minister that clearly shows a payment from an international arms 
company 

• A press release from a government official or company executive  

• A video of an chemical explosion in Tianjin 

• Other news media and Press agencies like Reuters or AP 

• Census data 

• A scientific study



Journalistic Sources

• You’ll need to consult all kinds of sources relevant 

• You’ll need to verify them, usually you do this by backing up 
with another source 

• You’ll also need to conduct your own interviews - both with 
people impacted by a story and with those that know a lot 
about your story 

• When sources say different things you’ll need to include all 
sides, but you must also try to get as close as possible to the 
truth of things. In a short spot news report, that’s not always 
possible. In a feature story that’s what you’ll be striving for. 



Journalistic Sources

Fact VS Opinion 

A fact is... 

• 1) A statement made by someone important. 

• 2) A statement based on a belief. 

• 3) A statement that is true and can be backed up with 
evidence. 



Journalistic Sources

• There is so much to say on sources… 

• Particularly around ethics and protecting sources… 

• Then there’s more to learn about identifying, selecting and 
finding… 

• Plus verification… 

• How about on the record, and anonymous sources? 

• We’ll come back to some of these this week and more later!



Interviews

• Interviewing is one of the key skills in journalism, giving reporters the chance to 
put the questions they want answered to the people at the centre of the story. 

• Sometimes you will have a specific interviewee, other times you’ll find people on 
the ground. Either way you’ll need to research ahead. 

• You are interviewing a famous environmentalist - what research do you do? 

• You are interviewing high school students about attitudes toward feminism 
among young females - what research do you do? 

• It also flatters people to know that you've taken the trouble to find out about 
them and they might be more inclined to open up to you! 

• It also flatters people to know that you've taken the trouble to find out about 
them and they might be more inclined to open up to you!



Interview Exercise

We’ll focus on interviewing a lot more in the future - 
this week, we’ll keep it simple.  

Interview your partner, give us a quick introduction of 
that person - and tell us a story about something 

about them that you didn’t know before. 

You have 5 mins to think and plan and 10 mins each 
to interview 

Let’s report back in 25 mins



Interview Exercise - Report Back 1 by 1

• Note taking - did you? - Don’t rely on memory or interpretations. Accuracy!!! 

• How accurate was the information according to your partner? Verification - 
checking things back - Did you make sure you got things accurate by verifying 

• Input and output, LISTEN - were you listening? Did you ask follow up questions? 
… Last time I did this one student quoted another saying “I wanna leave beijing, its 
a shitty city” but then didn’t follow up… always follow up e.g. give me an example 
of what you can’t stand? 

• Planning? - Did you? Craft questions around a goal you wanna reach 

• Which stories do you remember - which stick in your head - Why? 

• Did you find a story? something interesting? Something we want to hear? 

• Good quotes? Accurate information? A story?



Interviews
• Research is very important – if possible look up all you can about the person you are interviewing. Check any 

previous news stories about them and their social media. If you don’t know the facts it can be embarrassing 
and they might think you don’t care about them or what they have to say. 

• Try to make the interview feel like a conversation rather than just firing questions at them. Try to ask open 
questions instead of closed. Closed questions can only really give a yes or no response. 

• Try asking how they feel or what they think about something so you can get a fuller response. Think about how 
you word your question. 

• Listen to what the person you’re interviewing has to say. You might hear something you didn’t know about and 
you can pick up on that and ask some more questions. 

• Doing your research makes your job of interviewing easier, because there are lots of areas you can delve into. 

• Be polite. Introduce yourself, remind them what you’re doing the interview for and thank them when it’s 
finished. 

• Relax and put questions into your own words rather than reading them off the page. It’s more natural. 

• If there is something you don’t understand that they’ve mentioned, it is fine to ask them to repeat it so you can 
get it right. 



Activity: Open and Closed Questions

Work in pairs. One person asks the other the questions in section A. Swap over and the other person asks the 
questions in section B. Which section has closed questions and which one has open questions? Evaluate which 
works best and why.  

• Section A: 

• Do you like photography? 

• Is video your favourite medium? 

• Do you get a lot of homework? 

• 4. Do you like the school canteen? 

• Section B: 

• What do you like about university? 

• Which is your favourite medium and why? 

• How much homework do you get? 

• What do you think of the school canteen?



Activity: research and write questions

We now know that planning and preparation are really important when it comes to interviews. 
One of the most important things a journalist should do is write down the questions they want 
to ask before the interview. It's also really important to listen to the answers you are given. If 
you don't you might miss out on a really important piece of information. 

Pick one of the following people to interview, do some research (10 mins) and write down five 
questions you want to ask them if you had the chance. 

• Ma Baoli, the founder of China’s biggest gay dating app, Blued 

• Someone who found their wife / husband by online dating 

• A migrant worker who has moved to Beijing but has little time for dating and is trying out 
online dating  

• A researcher who is studying online dating 

• A traditional matchmaker



Interviews

So what information can you gather in an interview? 

• basic factual information 

• perspective and context on the topic being discussed 

• direct quotes 

• ideas on how to approach the story 

• names of other people to interview 

• You’ll need to record or take notes so that you can accurately quote 
or paraphrase peoples words. You cannot rely on memory!



NEWS WRITING



“Easy reading is damn hard 
writing.” – N AT H A N I E L  H A W T H O R N E



Types of news

• News stories are split into two major categories, hard news 
and features.  

• Hard news stories deliver timely, concise fact-based accounts 
of important, impacting current events. 

• Feature stories tell stories in more depth and don’t necessarily 
centre around current events. They often provide analyses and 
are written in a more creative, entertaining style than hard news. 

• Here on the IMMJ we will generally be reporting feature stories. 
Like all journalism, accuracy, conciseness and fairness are the 
corner stones of good journalistic writing.



Types of news stories hard + feature

• Hard news is essentially the news of the day. It’s what 
you see on the front page of the newspaper or the top of 
the web page, and what you hear at the start of a 
broadcast news report. War, politics, business, and crime 
are frequent hard news topics. A strike announced today 
by the city’s bus drivers that leaves thousands of 
commuters unable to get to work is hard news. It’s 
timely, controversial, and has a wide impact close to 
home. The community needs the information right away, 
because it affects people’s daily lives.



Types of news stories hard + feature

• So what is a feature story? Here’s a clue - it’s not 
necessarily something soft and fluffy, written for the arts 
or fashion section of the newspaper or website. Features 
can be about any subject, from the fluffiest lifestyle piece 
to the toughest investigative report. And features are 
found in every section of the paper, from news to 
business to sports. Feature stories aren't defined so 
much by subject matter as they are by the style in which 
they are written. In other words, anything written in a 
feature-oriented way is a feature story. 



Types of news

• In most cases, hard news and feature news are written 
differently, especially in terms of length and structure.  

• Hard news stories generally are written so that the 
audience gets the most important information as quickly 
as possible. They often use the ‘inverted pyramid’ 
structure.  

• Feature writers often begin with an anecdote or scene 
designed primarily to draw the audience’s interest, and 
the story may take longer to get to the central point. 



Activity: Hard News & Feature Stories

• Go back to the printed articles - which are features and 
which are hard news? 

• Pick one 

• Is it soft news or hard news? 

• Which newsworthy elements do they contain? 

• What is the intended audience the your story?



Types of news

• Both hard news and features can includes less serious 
news, sometimes called ‘soft news’ - such as the 
widespread popularity of a new diet among celebrities or 
the resurgence of urban gardening. 

• Feature stories are sometimes written on these soft 
news events, but equally features are also often written 
on serious impacting ‘harder news’ news



Hards News Writing - Intro



Hard News Writing - Anatomy



Hard News Writing - Elements
Chinese typhoon kills at least 145 

145 people were killed and hundreds remain missing after a powerful typhoon swept across southern China on Sunday, according 
to national media reports. 

Typhoon Cara hit China’s southern Guidong province, bringing heavy rain and wind speeds of 200 km/h 

At a press conference this morning Provincial governor, Ma Yingduo, said landslides triggered by rainstorms caused most deaths. 
He also stated “rescue teams are working night and day to find survivors” 

The storm has forced 50,000 people to evacuate their homes and caused power cuts, travel disruption, flooding and landslides. 
Rural areas of Guidong province were worst affected, but parts of neighbouring Guingzhou province were also hit hard. Li Xinguo 

Tian Guoli, spokesman for the national disaster agency, said the death toll is expected to rise once rescue operations gained 
access to remote areas, isolated by damaged road and communication links 

Rescuers found a pregnant woman and her one-year-old son escaping floods that destroyed their home. “It happened so quickly. 
“Water came rushing in while we were planning to move to safer grounds,” said Lan Lihe, 27 in a makeshift rescue centre. 

The eye of the storm was moving west and expected to sweep over southern provinces on Sunday, forecasters said. Tens of 
domestic flights were suspended and many schools and businesses were closed. Typhoon Cara hit just three months after 
Typhoon Erin killed more than 1,200 people in the same region. 

China is struck by several typhoons each year. Local officials said evacuations prevented the death toll from being higher. Prime 
Minister Jiang Huxi had urged people in the storms path to heed official warnings and evacuation measures on Saturday. “We can 
minimise the damage if we stand together and follow evacuation orders”



Hard News Writing - Elements

Pick a hard news story, check out the  

Headline  

Lead  

5W + H  

Quotes? direct, indirect and partial  

Attribution   

Ending  



Hard News Writing - Structure & Style



Feature News Writing - Intro

Like hard news stories, features are underpinned by facts and news 
value, they may however deal with events that are not expressly current 
but still of broad public interest.  

Features are written in a longer, in-depth style than news and use 
description and detail to elaborate and give context to the facts. They 
employ creative writing, abundant quotes and anecdotes. Features 
also often include emotion, incorporating how people feel about and 
perceive events rather than a straight run down of what happened.  

Feature stories cover everything from frivolous lifestyle articles to serious 
in-depth investigative exposes, and span all topics, from news to sports 
to finance. So definition is less about content and more about depth and 
style.



Feature News Writing - Intro

Headline – Similar to a news headline, a feature headline should grab the readers attention, convey 
the main theme of the article (and incorporate keywords if it’s for online publication). 

The Lead – Like hard news we start the lead, but feature leads can be way more creative. Instead of 
summarising the story and giving everything away in the first sentence, feature leads typically use 
creative devices to hook and pull the reader in to the story. 

Nut graph – While the lead entices and hooks people in, the nut graph gives an overview of what the 
story is about and why it’s important. In hard news the main point of the story is generally summarised 
in the lead, In features you may want to tease your readers a little. But quickly after the lead, your 
audience will want to know that the story has interest and relevance to them – because no matter how 
well written, readers need a good reason to spend their time reading your article.  

Writing a good nut graph is important, it clarifies the focus (angle) of your story and the reason for 
writing it. It’s good practice to write your nut graph before you start writing everything else, (this holds 
true for other mediums too). If you clarify what the story is about - the most important message you 
want to convey, and why it’s important - it’ll be easier to write your story.  

A single story can’t cover all angles, so by writing a clear nut graph it’ll be easier to select the best and 
most relevant quotes and facts.



Feature News Writing - Intro

Body – like a news story, your body will contain all the quotes, facts and 
information you’ve gathered, the style however will differ. Journalists reporting hard 
news don’t have the time or length to include much context or description. But 
with features you can liberally employ creative, descriptive narratives. You also have 
time and space to give background and context. 

Quotes  – Gaining interesting, emotional, informative quotes is crucial; you’ll 
generally paraphrase most of your interviews but it’s the juicy, direct quotes that will 
make your stories compelling. 

Take for example this evocative quote from The Wall Street Journal’s A Solitary 
Jailhouse Lawyer Argues His Way Out of Prison 

The prison greenies of a convicted murderer, he says, were “overly 
starched in the beginning, but as time wore on, and after repeated 

washes, they were worn and dull, like so many other things on the inside.”



Feature News Writing - Intro
Anecdotes – Anecdotes bring features to life, illustrating key points and getting readers to relate to them. Human interest is 
often at the core of feature articles and anecdotes can be used to illustrate human experience as well as give insight into the 
human impact of drier hard news facts, statistics or trends. 

For example, while a news story might report statistics that show a trend that the economic crises has led to an increase in 
people unable to afford medical treatment, a feature story might depict a family struggling to find appropriate services. 

Description – Vivid description is important to hold your readers attention. After the headline, lead and nut graph, you’ll need 
to use narrative hooks, such as characters, action and surprise to compel the reader to move through the story. Colourful 
description brings these narrative elements to life. Engage your readers, draw them into events and atmosphere with mental 
images or details and observations that they can relate to. Describe characters, scenes, smells or sounds in a way that evokes 
mental images,  plays on imagination and brings them into the story. 

Background information and context – Background and context are crucial components of features, well-sourced quotes 
and colourful writing is only meaningful if you have sound information and convincing points to make. You should provide 
enough background information so that your audience can follow your topic, even if they are not familiar with it. With more copy 
room and time to research, you can also use more sources to cover a story comprehensively and give important analysis and 
context. 

Ending – Unlike news stories where the ending happens when there’s nothing left of importance to say, the close of your story 
is hugely important. Think of it as the take away, what do you want your readers to go away feeling or thinking about? Be 
careful not to simply summarise the story without making a real point. If you’ve written a good nut graph the ending should be 
fairly obvious, you’ll want to drive the focus home in an impacting way, perhaps with an amazing fact, quote or twist. 
Something your readers will remember.



Activity: Feature Story Reverse Engineer

• Can you find all the different elements in a hard news story?  

• Headline 

• The Lead 

• Nut graph  

• Anecdotes 

• Description 

• Background information and context  

• Ending 

• What’s the Issue? What's the focus?



Assignment

• Research and gather some content + background info 

• Find a focus 

• Find sources (human and documents) 

• Interview + gather information and facts 

• Write it up 

• Copy edit 

• Publish



Links to start you off
Chinese authorities seek to get tough on online dating scams with fresh move to target fake identities - http://www.scmp.com/news/
china/society/article/2112044/chinese-authorities-seek-get-tough-online-dating-scams-fresh-move 

Chinese police bust social media scams targeting lovelorn men - http://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2080488/chinese-
police-bust-social-media-scams-targeting-lovelorn-men 

China gets tough on online dating websites - http://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/china-gets-tough-on-online-dating-websites 

Chinese online dating giant Zhenai.com shows money still driver in politically incorrect matchmaking world - http://www.scmp.com/
lifestyle/article/2112408/chinese-online-dating-giant-zhenaicom-shows-money-still-driver-politically 

Why Chinese People Are Losing Faith in Marriage - http://www.sixthtone.com/news/1000897/why-chinese-people-are-losing-faith-in-
marriage 

Online Dating in China: Serious Business - https://www.whatsonweibo.com/online-dating-in-china-serious-business/ 

Marriage scams abound in China amid prevalent anxiety to tie the knot - http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1068474.shtml 

Love On The Cloud: The Rise Of Online Dating In China - http://china.usc.edu/love-cloud-rise-online-dating-china 

China, Where the Pressure to Marry Is Strong, and the Advice Flows Online - https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/18/world/asia/china-
advice-columnists-online-relationships.html?mcubz=0 

China’s Communist rulers play Cupid to avert ageing population crisis - http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/09/23/chinas-communist-
rulers-play-cupid-avert-ageing-population-crisis/ 

Startups See Dollars in China’s Young and Lonely - https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-03/in-china-a-surfeit-of-online-
dating-startups 

2017 China’s Online Dating & Matchmaking Report - http://www.iresearchchina.com/content/details8_31990.html
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